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Abstract:In recent days Cyber attacks have become common threat  which is leading to exploit data confidentiality. Spoofing is a 

common technique which is used by the attackers to make themself unidentified and probe towards phishing the data from target 

machines. So to make the data not influenced to phishing and the nodes in the network  are not subjecting to spoofing we use a 

mechanism called pilot signal which is used with Channel state indicator. When we like to send data from the source to receiver 

we use a mechanism called pilot signal which is used like a strobe to the node in the network and estimates the channel state  

having the genuine internet protocol address. We maintain uplink and downlink  paths for the nodes. We set  frequency energies 

to the node at the time  of adding it to the network, these frequencies are used  to send and receive the signals throughout the 

network. By using CSI in the downlink and uplink paths the difference in the frequency  is calculated to detect a spoofing event 

over a node if the received parameters are in un order to the standard frequency which is aligned earlier we treat it as detection 

of spoofing attack. The detection probability is evaluated based on the derived parameters of CSI from a node  at a given 

requirement on the less probability of false alarming. The achievable secrecy rate is utilized to measure the security level of the 

data transmission. Our analysis shows that even without any pre-assumed knowledge of eavesdropper, the proposed scheme is 

still able to achieve the maximal secrecy rate in certain cases. our scheme could achieve a high detection probability as well as 

secure transmission. 

Index Terms: channel state indicator, detection, frequency, pilot signal 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I.INTRODUCTION 

Data is being very important source .keeping the data safe without compromising the confidentiality is the biggest challenge. 

When it comes to sending and receiving the data at  distinct nodes there is no clue about confidentiality state of the data .So to 

maintain the confidentiality of the data a strict mechanism needs to be developed , though the mechanism is developed as the data 

travels through the network so maintaining the standard for confidentiality of the data will change basing on the type of network 

on which it is implemented. In the wireless based network it is hardly impossible maintain the standard and also the reliability to 

become very low at every point because most of the nodes in the network are dynamic or movable in   nature. As the network is  

dynamic adding up of new  nodes and configuring them timely is also a challenge . so we adapt a mechanism for wired networks 

only to make sure that the nodes are not subjected to any spoofing and phishing  attacks because these may exploit data 

confidentiality and integrity. Spoofing is a mechanism which transforms an identity to other identity giving an  false assumption 

to the real entity which can be a prominent way for exploiting the data, In other case this spoofing can also be bridge in 

performing eavesdropping which is likely to disturb data integrity, this mechanism is popularly called as phishing. We have 
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numerous number spoofing methodologies but here we mainly concentrate on IP Spoofing  over the nodes. When ever  a node is 

subjected to spoofing we develop a system to detect the spoofing event and to make sure that the data is not transferred to that 

node. This will indirectly stop eavesdropping or phishing attack also. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system the data transfer is done through a network with synchronous and asynchronous time frames  which have a 

collection of acknowledgements and retransmission basing on the traversal of the data through the nodes. But some devices really 

bother on transmission rate of the data , so such devices adapt a mechanism of strobe to save time in their transmission which can 

keep the network in high utilization. First the strobe signal is sent if acknowledgement is sent by the receiver the data is 

transferred over the network. If the acknowledgement is discarded the transmission event is called off assuming the node is down 

. 

   III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system we look for  data transfer with security. So in this context we  design a mechanism to detect IP  spoofing.  

As the nodes in the network have dedicated links we assign a frequency energy for each link, frequency energy is generally  a 

estimate of energy consumed by the link.  All the nodes in the network posses only dedicated links based on the topology 

arrangements. The links among the nodes are divided into upload link and download link. Upload link is used to send the data to 

the receiver and the download link is used to receive the data from the receiver. This arrangement will also reduce data collision 

and congestion in a network we will not make two different links physically between each node but we will split the link into two 

way traffic i.e using one link physically we will run two way traffic scheme. In Addition to this we assign a predetermined 

frequency energy numbers for this links 

 

Figure1 Illustrates the mechanism of energy assignment of uplink and downlink frequency trunks 

We assign frequency energy for upload and download links to all the nodes in the network , the mechanism is shown in the figure 

1.when a node in a network wants to send data to the other node in the network first it will send a signal pilot signal which is 

similar to the  strobe signal, the pilot signal  will acknowledge with a receiver signal to make sure the frequency energy is 

unchanged, as the signal passes to the upload link and download link  they  hold frequency energies through their traversal from 

receiver to destination again to the destination The frequencies are monitored over the links  with thehelp of channel state 

information(CSI) this will be able to sense the frequency through  out the links over  the network. This will help to observe the 

changes in the nodes as the nodes initially will be added in to the network with a IP address which will continue to remain 

the same for stable topology, In case if any of  the node IP address changes dynamically CSI will  record an event. If any dynamic 

IP address change is found it could be due to IP spoofing so we will discard the data traversal to this node where there is such 

event .The  frequency energy used in upload and download links will be same if the IP address is unchanged if any IP address of 

nodes are changed then CSI will recognise the change the frequency in the upload and download links gets changed and the 

connections for the node is closed logically, This is the methodology which will ensure no Spoofing  and Phishing attacks are 
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done. The data travelling in the network should pass multiple nodes routing is done by different routing algorithms basing on their 

system adaptability so if any of the node in the route is not accessible due to this above mechanism the data could be sent through 

a new route  which is re –routing can be done from the previous node, If the node itself is the destination data  will be discarded 

for security aspects.   

IV CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have studied how the behavioural aspects of network can be a keen way for the attacks like spoofing and 

phishing. We have adapted a pilot signal and CSI indicators to make  sure the nodes in the network are secure in the vice versa we 

are able to eradicate the nodes which are unsecured for the data transmission. The above mechanism will ensure that data is not 

left to the attackers and  the monitoring of nodes are done continuously. 
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